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Exciton-Mott Physics in Two-Dimensional Electron-Hole Systems:
Phase Diagram and Single-Particle Spectra
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Exciton Mott physics in two-dimensional electron-hole (e-h) systems is studied in the quasiequilibrium, which is
the crossovers or phase transitions between the insulatingexciton gas and the metallic e-h plasma. By developing a
self-consistent screenedT -matrix approximation, we succeed in obtaining the “global” phase diagram on the plane
of the e-h density and the temperature as a contour plot of theexciton ionization ratio. The detailed features of the
exciton-Mott crossover at high temperature are figured out beyond the conventionally used concept of the Mott density.
At low temperature, we find not only the region unstable toward the inhomogeneity but the pure Mott transition point
characterized by the discontinuity in the ionization ratio. The single particle spectra also exhibit interesting features
reflecting the excitonic correlations.

KEYWORDS: exciton, electron-hole plasma, Mott transition, exciton ionization ratio, optical gain, self-consistent
screened T-matrix approximation

1. Introduction

Theoretical description of the phase diagram of the
electron-hole (e-h) system with long-range Coulomb interac-
tion is a long-standing problem. It is expected to show a va-
riety of physics between the insulating exciton gas and the
metallic e-h plasma phases: the exciton-Mott crossovers,1–8)

the gas-liquid transitions,9–17) the discontinuous changes in
exciton ionization ratio,18–22) and so on. The e-h pair con-
densations are also predicted to take place at extremely low
temperatures.23–28)The exciton-Mott crossover is particularly
important from the viewpoint of the application to the semi-
conductor laser devices, since it roughly corresponds to the
appearance of optical gain – the source of the lasing.

One of the ideal stages for this study of the exciton-Mott
physics is thee-h bilayers, where the electrons and holes are
confined in the spatially separated planes, respectively. They
exhibit abrupt changes in the peak width of the photolumines-
cence (PL) spectra,29, 30)which is never observed in the single-
layer e-h systems.31, 32)At the lower temperatures, indications
of the e-h pair condensation are also reported.33–35) When
the inter-layer distance is not large, the e-h spatial separation
mainly works to extend the e-h recombination time, promot-
ing the electrons and holes to reach a quasi-thermal equilib-
rium,36–40) as seen in the indirect semiconductors. Therefore,
some essential features of the e-h bilayer systems can be cap-
tured theoretically in thesingle-layer e-h systems with an ar-
tificially long e-h recombination time.

One of the characters of the 2D systems is the stepwise
density of states (DOS) of the non-interacting carriers, which
brings two competing effects on the exciton-Mott physics. In
the lowest e-h (pair) density limit, the exciton is more sta-
bilized in 2D systems than in the bulk (three-dimensional)
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cases.41–47) In fact, the enhancement of the density of states
near the band edge results in the larger number of the low-
lying energy states available for the exciton formation. Inpar-
ticular, even an infinitesimally small attractive e-h interaction
is strong enough to form an exciton. The excitons might be
further self-stabilized, since the plasma screening effect is
suppressed as the exciton is formed. By contrast, increasing
DOS at the band-edge also enhances the Pauli-blocking (or
phase-space-filling) effect, which destabilizes the excitonic
bound states at finite e-h densities. This also means that the
population inversion of e-h plasma is more easily realized
than in the bulk systems, which is the reason why the 2D e-h
systems are considered to be a candidate of the low-threshold
laser.48)

Three features of the exciton-Mott physics should be distin-
guished. The first one is theexciton-Mott crossover between
exciton gas and e-h plasma seen at high temperatures.49–63)

Experimentally, this crossover is observed as the drastic but
continuous reduction of the excitonic resonance in the inter-
band absorption-gain and in the photoluminescence spectra.

The second feature is the first-ordergas-liquid transition
accompanied by thephase coexistence,64–66)which is actually
observed in the bulk indirect semiconductors,67) and also in
the type-II structures in direct semiconductors.68) In theories
assuming the homogeneity of the system, this phase transition
is often seen as the divergence of the isothermal compress-
ibility which implies the instability toward the inhomogene-
ity. The coexisting region can be determined by means of the
Maxwell’s equal-area construction of the isothermal curveof
the chemical potential of the e-h pair (e-h chemical potential).

The last one is the discontinuous changes in the exciton ion-
ization ratio69–72) – the portion of the carriers moving nearly
freely to the total electrons and holes. This first order transi-
tion is calledpure Mott transition in the following. The abrupt
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changes in the PL-peak width found in the experiments might
be the sign of the phase transition of this kind. However, the-
oretical understanding of this phenomenon is still far from
being complete. It is also noteworthy that this type of phase
transition can be regarded as the direct analogue of the Mott
transition discussed in the half-filled Hubbard model, where
the double occupancy, or equivalently, the fraction of the on-
site exciton – the ratio of the number of the on-site pair of the
up-spin electron and the vacancy of the down-spin electron to
the number of the sites – changes discontinuously depending
on the on-site Coulomb interaction.

Ever since Mott himself argued,1) the exciton-Mott physics
has been considered in terms of theMott density, at which
the effective exciton binding energy vanishes. This con-
cept is figured out most clearly by means of the so-called
semiconductor-Bloch equation (SBE)5, 51, 53–55, 58), a theory
assuming a single e-h pair embedded in the completely ion-
ized e-h plasma, neglecting the finite carrier lifetime induced
by the inter-carrier scattering. More specifically, the self-
energies are evaluated with the quasistatic screened Hartree-
Fock approximation (SHFA), and the excitonic correlation is
taken into account via the screened e-hT -matrix. As the e-
h density increases, both the Coulomb-hole and the screened
exchange self-energies reduce the effective band-gap energy,
which is referred to as the band-gap-renormalization (BGR)
effect. Meanwhile, the excitonic bound state energy remains
almost unchanged since it is charge neutral, and thus is hardly
affected by the surrounding e-h background. At the Mott den-
sity, this exciton level merges into the continuum states lying
above the renormalized band gap.

In order to go beyond this Mott-density picture and to ob-
tain the unified and detailed view of the exciton-Mott physics,
we need to deal with the mixture of the exciton gas and the e-
h plasma. The definition of the excitonic bound state should
also be reconsidered, because the quasielectrons, quasiholes,
and thus their excitonic bound states have finite lifetimes due
to the inter-carrier scatterings.

For this purpose, the self-consistent screenedT -matrix ap-
proximation (SSTA) serves as an efficient tool.6, 8, 18, 22, 62, 72)In
this approximation, the presence of the excitonic bound states
is properly reflected to the single-particle spectra. It also pro-
vides us with a reasonable definition of the exciton ionization
ratio. In Refs. 73 and 74, the authors have previously devel-
oped a new version of SSTA, in which theT -matrices, the
screening parameter, and the self-energies are evaluated so as
to be consistent with each other. The efficiency of this ap-
proximation is further demonstrated by the application to the
quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D) e-h systems, which suc-
cessfully illustrates the exciton Mott physics over the wide
range of the e-h density and the temperature. In the present
paper, this method is generalized to 2D e-h systems by adopt-
ing the partial-wave expansion technique.

The paper is organized as follows. In§2, we introduce
the model Hamiltonian and explain briefly our self-consistent
screenedT -matrix approximation. We show the global phase
diagram and discuss the possible phase transitions in§3, and

finally give a summary in§4.

2. Formulation

2.1 Model Hamiltonian
Our model Hamiltonian for the 2D e-h system reads

H =
∑

a,k,σ

ǫa,kc†a,k,σca,k,σ +
1

2S

∑

q

V(q) : ρc,qρc,−q :, (1)

whereS is the area of the system, and the pair of colons
stands for the normal ordering of the creation and annihila-
tion operators between them. The operator,ca,k,σ, annihilates
an electron or a hole (a = e or h) with the in-plane wave vec-
tor, k = (kx, ky), and the spinσ = ±1/2. The charge density
operator is expressed as

ρc,q =
∑

a,k,σ

sac†a,k−q,σca,k,σ, (2)

where se = −1 and sh = +1 denote the sign of the charge
of the carrier. The energy dispersions of the noninteracting
electron and hole are

ǫa,k =
Eg

2
+
~

2k2

2ma
, (3)

wherema andEg are the in-plane effective mass and the band
gap, respectively. The Coulomb potential is Fourier trans-
formed to

V(q) =
∫

d2r
e2

εbr
e−iq·r =

2πe2

εbq
, (4)

with the in-plane coordinate,r = (x, y), the elementary
charge,e, and the background dielectric constant,εb.

In the above model, the 2D exciton binding energy is ex-
actly evaluated as

E2D =
2e4mr

ε2b~
2
, (5)

which is enhanced by four times that of the bulk value due to
the planer confinement. The 2D exciton Bohr radius,

a2D =
~

√
2mrE2D

=
εb~

2

2e2mr
, (6)

is shrunk to half the bulk value.
With the [001] GaAs/AlGaAs QWs in mind, we adoptme =

0.0665m0 andmh = 0.11m0 with the electron rest mass,m0.
The total and the reduced masses of an e-h pair are then given
asM = me + mh = 0.177m0 andmr = memh/M = 0.0414m0,
respectively. The background dielectric constant is also as-
sumed to beεb = 13. In more realistic models, we also have
to consider the effect of finite thickness of the QW, which re-
duces the exciton binding energy. While, such effect does not
affect the final results as far as all the energies and lengths are
scaled byE2D anda2D, respectively.

2.2 Self-consistent screened T-matrix approximation
In the following, we explain the theoretical scheme of

our self-consistent screenedT -matrix approximation (SSTA),
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Fig. 1. Our self-consistent screenedT -matrix approximation (SSTA) de-
picted by the Feynman diagram. Full and bare single-particle Green’s func-
tions are represented in thick and thin solid lines, respectively, while screened
and bare Coulomb interactions are shown in thick and thin wavy lines, respec-
tively. The polarization bubble diagram in (2) includes only the quasiparticle
contributions.

which is illustrated by the flow chart of Fig. 1. Although
our SSTA is originally applied to the quasi-one dimensional
(quasi-1D) e-h systems, it is straightforward to generalize it
to the 2D e-h systems. While, in order to reduce the nu-
merical cost, we apply the partial-wave-expansion technique.
Throughout this section, we use the Planck’s unit:~ = 1 and
kB = 1. The Green’s function, the self-energies, and theT -
matrices are the retarded ones.

We start our calculation with a guess of the self-energy,
Σa(k, ω), where ω is the frequency. The single-particle
Green’s function is written as

Ga(k, ω) =
1

ω − ǫa,k + µa − Σa(k, ω)
. (7)

The chemical potentials of the electron and hole,µe andµh,
are determined so as to satisfy

n = − 2
S

∑

k

∫

dω
π

fF(ω)ImGa(k, ω) (8)

wherefF(ω) =
(

eω/T + 1
)−1

is the Fermi distribution function,
andn stands for the (planer) e-h density – the number of e-h
pairs per unit area.

We introduce here the quasiparticle energy,ξa,k, as the so-
lution of

ξa,k = ǫa,k − µa + ReΣa(k, ξa,k), (9)

which determines the renormalized band gap as

E∗g =
∑

a

ξa,k=0. (10)

and the exciton ionization ratio as

α =
1

nS

∑

a,k

fF
(

ξa,k − µa
)

, (11)

which denotes the e-h portion behaving almost freely.
In SSTA, the screening of the interaction is accounted

for by the plasmon-pole approximation:51, 54, 55)The screened
Coulomb potential is evaluated as

W(q) = lim
Ω→0

V(q)
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with the 2D plasma frequency,

Ωq =

[

2πne2

εbmr
q

]1/2

. (13)

The effective plasmon-pole frequency is determined so as to
satisfy the compressibility sum rule, and is written as

Ωq =

[

Ω2
q

(

1+
q
κ

)

+
Cq4

16m2
r

]1/2

, (14)

where κ denotes the screening parameter (the inverse of
screening length), andC is treated as an adjustable parame-
ter. In order to take into account the suppression of screening
due to the exciton formation, we attribute the screening only
to the quasiparticles. In other words, the screening parameter
is evaluated as

κ =
4πλL

S

∑

a,k

fF(ξa,k − µa)
[

1− fF(ξa,k − µa)
]

. (15)

with the so-called Landau length,λL = e2/εbT . We adopt
C = 4 in the following calculation,55) whereas the final results
are insensitive to this value.

Next, we consider the multiple scattering between two par-
ticles denoted bya and b (= e, h). Their momenta change
from (k,Q − k) to (k′,Q − k′), whereQ is the center-of-mass
momentum. This scattering process is described most simply
in the center-of-mass frame, since the initial and final pairs
of momenta are given as (p,−p) and (p′,−p′), respectively.
Here, we define the relative momenta asp = k − mavG and
p′ = k′−mavG, using the center-of-mass velocity in the origi-
nal frame,vG = Q/(ma +mb). TheT -matrix,Tab(p, p′; Q,Ω),
for this a-b scattering is given as the solution of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation,

Tab(p, p′; Q,Ω)

= sa sbW(|p− p′|)

+
1
S

∑

p′′
sa sbW(|p− p′′|)

× G(0)
ab (p′′; Q,Ω)Tab(p′′, p′; Q,Ω), (16)

where the two-particle Green’s function without vertex cor-
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rection is computed as

G(0)
ab (p; Q,Ω) = −1

π

∫

dΩ′
ImG(0)

ab (p; Q,Ω′)

Ω −Ω′ + iδ
, (17)

ImG(0)
ab (p; Q,Ω) = −

∫

dω′

π

(

1− fF(ω′) − fF(Ω − ω′))

× ImGa(|mavG + p|, ω′)
× ImGb(|mbvG − p|,Ω − ω′), (18)

with a positive infinitesimal,δ. In our calculation, the e-hT -
matrix,Teh is especially important, since it describes the ex-
citonic correlation.

It is reasonable to expect thatG(0)
ab (p; Q,Ω) only weakly de-

pends on the angle,θpQ, whereθab stands for the angle formed
by the two vectors,a andb. This is because this Green’s func-
tion becomes independent of this angle in the classical (low-
density or high-temperature) limit. Thus, we approximate it
by its angle-average,

G(0)
ab (p; Q,Ω) =

∫

dθpQ

2π
G(0)

ab (p; Q,Ω), (19)

where the integrand depends onθpQ via |mavg ± p| = [m2
av2

G +

p2 ± 2mavGp cosθpQ]1/2 in Eq. (18). It is also noteworthy
that this approximation becomes exact atQ = 0 even at
high e-h densities. Then, theT -matrix becomes independent
of the direction of the center-of-mass momentum,Q, and its
angle-dependence comes only from the scattering angle in
the center-of-mass frame,θpp′ . The Bethe-Salpeter equation
is rewritten as

Tab(m, p, p′; Q,Ω)

= sasbW(m, p, p′)

+

∫ ∞

0

dp′′

2π
p′′sasbW(m, p, p′′)

× G(0)
ab (p′′; Q,Ω)Tab(m, p

′′, p′; Q,Ω), (20)

where the partial-wave expansions of the screened potential
and theT -matrix are defined as

W(|p− p′|) =
∑

m

W(m, p, p′)eimθpp′ , (21)

Tab(p, p′; Q,Ω) =
∑

m

Tab(m, p, p′; Q,Ω)eimθpp′ , (22)

with the integer,m. In the following calculation, we keep only
the components of|m| ≤ 3.

The new candidate of the self-energy is evaluated in the
spectral representation:

Σa(k, ω) = Σ(HF)
a (k) −

∫

dω′

π

ImΣa(k, ω′)
ω − ω′ + iδ

. (23)

The formerω-independent term,

Σ(HF)(k) =
1
S

∑

k′
V(|k − k′|)

∫

dω
π

ImGa(k′, ω)

=

∫

dk′

2π
k′V(m = 0, k, k′)

∫

dω
π

ImGa(k′, ω), (24)

denotes the Hartree-Fock contribution, where the partial-wave
expansion of the unscreened potential,V, is defined similarly
to that of the screened potential,W.

The latter term of Eq. (23) expresses the correlation effects,
and its imaginary part splits into four terms:

ImΣa =Im
[

Σ(MW)
a − Σ(L2)

a + Σ(L)
a + Σ

(L′)
a

]

. (25)

Here,Σ(MW)
a andΣ(L2)

a stand for the Montroll-Ward and the
screened-Born terms, respectively. Their imaginary partsare
explicitly written as

Im
[

Σ(MW)
a (k, ω) − Σ(L2)

a (k, ω)
]

= −
∫

dω′

π

[

fB(ω + ω′) + fF(ω′)
]

× 1
S

∑

k′

∑

b

U (2)
ab (k, k′, ω + ω′)ImGb(k′, ω′), (26)

with the integral kernel,

U (2)
ab (k, k′,Ω) =

2
S

∑

p′′

(

V(| p̃− p′′|) −W(| p̃− p′′|))

×W(| p̃− p′′|)ImG(0)
ab (p′′; Q̃,Ω), (27)

where we introducẽQ = k + k′, p̃ = k − mavG = (mb k −
ma k′)/(ma +mb), and the Bose distribution function,fB(Ω) =

[eβΩ − 1]−1. ApproximatingG(0)
ab by G(0)

ab , we obtain the final
expression:

Im
[

Σ(MW)
a (k, ω) − Σ(L2)

a (k, ω)
]

= −
∫

dω′

π

[

fB(ω + ω′) + fF(ω′)
]

×
∑

b

∫ ∞

0

dk′

2π
k′ U

(2)
ab (k, k′, ω + ω′)ImGb(k′, ω′), (28)

with the kernel averaged with respect toθkk′ ,

U
(2)
ab (k, k′,Ω) = 2

∫ 2π

0

dθkk′

2π

∫ ∞

0

dp′′

2π
p′′

×
∑

m

(

V(m, p̃, p′′) −W(m, p̃, p′′)
)

×W(m, p̃, p′′)ImG(0)
ab (p′′; Q̃,Ω), (29)

where the integrand depends onθkk′ through Q̃ =

[k2 + k′2 + 2kk′ cosθkk′ ]1/2 and p̃ = [m2
bk2 + m2

ak′2 −
2mambkk′ cosθkk′ ]1/2/(ma + mb).

The rest of the correlation is attributed to the direct and ex-
change contributions ofT -matrix,Σ(L)

a andΣ(L′)
a . Their imagi-

nary parts, Im[Σ(L)
a (k, ω) + Σ(L′)

a (k, ω)], have the same expres-
sion as Eq. (26), if the integral kernel is redefined as

U (L)
ab (k, k′,Ω) =Im

[

2Tab( p̃, p̃; Q̃,Ω)

− δabTab( p̃,− p̃; Q̃,Ω)
]

. (30)
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The final expression of Im[Σ(L)
a (k, ω) + Σ(L′)

a (k, ω)] is derived

by substitutingG(0)
ab withG(0)

ab . It has the same form as Eq. (28),
if the kernel is averaged regardingθkk′ as

U
(L)
ab (k, k′,Ω) =

∫

dθkk′

2π

∑

m

Im
[

2Tab(m, p̃, p̃; Q̃,Ω)

− δab(−1)mTab(m, p̃, p̃; Q̃,Ω)
]

. (31)

By iterating the above mentioned updates of the self-
energies up to their convergence, theT -matrices, the screen-
ing parameter, and the self-energies (single-particle Green’s
function) can be determined consistently with each other. It is
noteworthy here that the presence of the excitonic bound state
is properly taken into account in our single-particle Green’s
functions, since the direct contribution of the e-hT -matrix is
included in the self-energies. This allows us to consider how
much portion of electrons and holes occupies the bound and
scattering states via the single-particle spectra, and to define
the exciton ionization ratio as Eq. (11).

2.3 Plasma-gain-onset density
Theplasma-gain-onset density is defined by the condition,

E∗g = µ (32)

at a given temperature,T , whereµ = µe + µh denotes the
chemical potential for an e-h pair. The population inversion of
the e-h plasma of quasiparticles is formed above this density.

Not only in two dimension but also in general dimensions,
most of the interaction effects on the quasiparticle energies
are attributable almost solely to the band gap renormaliza-
tion, and their masses are nearly unchanged fromme andmh.
Namely, the rigid-band-shift picture holds, and the relation
between the e-h density,n, and the e-h chemical potential
measured from the renormalized band gap,µ − E∗g, can be
derived using the free-carrier theory. As a result, the plasma-
gain-onset density,nP, is well approximated by

nPλ
D
T ∼ 2

(

M
mr

)D/4

ID/2−1(0) (33)

whereD denotes the spatial dimension, and

λT =
h

√
2πmrkBT

. (34)

is the thermal de-Broglie length defined with the e-h reduced
mass. The complete Fermi-Dirac integral is also numerically
evaluated as

ID/2−1(0) =



















0.604899 (D = 1)
ln 2 = 0.693147 (D = 2)
0.765147 (D = 3)

(35)

From this result, we can see that the plasma-gain-onset den-
sity defines a classical-quantum crossover. It is determined
only by the Pauli-blocking effect (Fermi statistics of electrons
and holes), and is independent of the manybody effects.

2.4 Mott Density
In many previous theoretical studies, the exciton Mott

physics is discussed in terms of theMott density, which cor-
responds to the dissociation of the quasiexciton – the bound
state of the quasi-e-h pair. In our SSTA, the concept of Mott
density becomes somewhat ambiguous, because the quasi-
electrons and quasiholes acquire the finite lifetimes. Still, in
the low-dimensional e-h systems, we can derive analytically
the approximation for the Mott density on the basis of a sim-
ple argument.73, 74)

For a moment, let us neglect the finite-life-time effects on
the quasielectrons and quasiholes. If the ground eigenenergy
of the quasi-e-h pair is lower than the renormalized band gap
energy,E∗g, it is identified as the quasiexciton energy,E∗X .
Then, the Mott density,nM, is defined as the vanishing of the
effective binding energy,

E∗g − E∗X → 0 (36)

at a given temperature,T . Namely, the quasiexciton is formed
at n < nM , and is dissociated atn > nM.

Now, let us compare the Mott density,nM, with the plasma-
gain-onset density,nP. Here, we exclude the possibility of
the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of the quasiexcitons,
which implies that the quasiexciton energy,E∗X , should be less
than the e-h chemical potential,µ, at n < nM. Then, we gen-
erally seeE∗g = E∗X ≤ µ at n = nM, and obtain the inequality,
nM ≤ nP.

In low-dimensional (quasi-1D and 2D) e-h systems, we can
further show the equality,nM = nP. In fact, even an infinites-
imally small attractive interaction can form a bound state of
quasi-e-h pair, so that a quasiexciton is always present up to
the plasma-gain-onset density. Consequently, Eq. (33) leads
to

nM = nP ∼ 1.21×
(

M
mr

)1/4 1
λT
∝ T 1/2, (37)

in the quasi-1D e-h systems, and

nM = nP ∼
√

M
mr

2 ln 2

λ2
T

∝ T, (38)

in the 2D e-h systems. Interestingly enough, not only the
plasma-gain-onset density but the Mott density can be under-
stood as a classical-quantum crossover.

It is noteworthy that the equality,nM = nP, is characteristic
of the low dimensional e-h systems. In fact, in the bulk (3D)
e-h systems,nM andnP independently define the two differ-
ent crossovers. At high temperature, it is known that the Mott
density can be well approximated as

nM ∼ 0.028× kBT

E3Da3
3D

∝ T, (39)

which is equivalent to the Mott criterion,75)

κ
(DH)
3D a3D ∼ 1.19, (40)

where the Debye-Hückel screening parameter,κ(DH)
3D =
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Fig. 2. (color online) Global phase diagram of 2D e-h system depicted by
contour plot of the ionization ratio,α, on n-T plane. The e-h density,n,
and the temperature,T , are measured in units of the square inverse of 2D
exciton Bohr radius,a−2

2D = 1.30 × 1012cm−2, and of the binding energy,
E2D = 139K, respectively. The contour lines are shown in the solidlines,
and the result by the Saha equation forα = 0.9 is also shown in the chain
line. Homogeneous thermodynamic state becomes unstable onthe boundary
of the gray shaded region, whileα changes discontinuously at the cross point.
On the thick dotted line,α is minimized whenT is fixed. At high tempera-
ture, this line asymptotically approaches a classical-quantum crossover line,
nλ2

T = 0.3, which is shown in the thin dotted line. The thick broken line de-
notes the plasma-gain-onset density, which is well approximated by the thin
broken line,nλ2

T = 2 ln 2
√

M/mr = 1.24, defining another classical-quantum
crossover.

(8πne2/εbkBT )1/2, the exciton Bohr radius,a3D = ~
2ǫb/2e2mr,

and the exciton binding energy,E3D = ~
2/2mra2

3D, are evalu-
ated in 3D. This result shows that the Mott density is mainly
due to the screening effect. On the other hand, the plasma-
gain-onset density is estimated by Eq. (33) as

nP ∼ 1.53×
( M

m

)3/4 1

λ3
T

∝ T 3/2, (41)

and is ascribed only to the Pauli-blocking effect. As a result,
we obtainnM ≪ nP.

Strictly speaking, the case of 2D is somewhat marginal.
Although the equality,nM = nP, holds, the effective exci-
ton binding energy is expected to be exponentially small near
below nP. Such a small binding energy is hardly resolved in
the numerical calculation, and more importantly, is physically
meaningless. In fact, our SSTA calculation predicts that the
inter-carrier scattering give considerably large broadening to
the quasiparticle energies atn ∼ nP. Thus, it is more reason-
able to consider that the “realistic” values ofnM are of the
same order of but slightly smaller thannP.

3. Results

3.1 Global phase diagram
The global phase diagram is represented by the contour plot

of the ionization ratio,α, in Fig.2. Here, the e-h density,n, and
the temperature,kBT , are normalized by the square inverse
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Fig. 3. (color online) Ionization ratio,α, is plotted in thick lines as a func-
tion of e-h density,n, at several values of temperature,kBT/E2D = 0.08,0.1,
0.2, 0.5 and 1.0. For comparison, results of the Saha equation are also shown
in thin lines. The e-h densities,n = nmin(T ), which minimizeα are indicated
by arrows.

of the 2D exciton Bohr radius,a−2
2D, and by the 2D exciton

binding energy,E2D, respectively.
Let us overview this phase diagram. The e-h plasma phase

(almost complete ionization) appears at low e-h density in the
classical region (nλ2

T ≪ 1), and also at high e-h density in
the quantum region (nλ2

T ≫ 1), which are considered as the
weak coupling regimes. The region of the exciton-gas (low-
ionization) phase is restricted only to the low-n-low-T region,
which is the strong coupling regime. This qualitative behav-
ior can be understood as follows. In the classical region, the
coupling strength – the characteristic ratio of Coulomb inter-
action to the kinetic energy – is given by the so-called non-
ideality parameter,

Γ =
λL

d
=

e2/εbd
kBT

(42)

with the mean e-h distance,d = 1/
√
πn. Thus, the low e-h

density implies the weak coupling. In contrast, in the quantum
region, the coupling strength is expressed by thers parameter,

rs =
d

a2D
=

e2/εbd
~2/2mrd2

∝ e2/εbd
EF

(43)

whereEF denotes the sum of the Fermi energies of the elec-
tron and the hole. Therefore, the weak coupling regime ap-
pears at high density. Inversely speaking, we meet the strong
coupling regime only when both the e-h density and the tem-
perature are lowered.

In the classical regime (nλ2
T ≪ 1), the ionization ratio,α,

obeys the Saha equation,76–78)

α2

1− α =
1

nλ2
T

exp

(

−E2D

kBT

)

(44)

which is derived from the mass-action law within the frame-
work of the classical statistical mechanics. We confirm thatα

is an increasing function ofT (thermal dissociation) and the
decreasing function ofn (entropy dissociation).

In contrast, in the quantum regime (nλ2
T ≫ 1), α increases

with n, because the binding energy of the quasiexciton is re-
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duced (quantum dissociation). As a result,α shows the mini-
mum at an e-h density,n = nmin(T ), as indicated by arrows in
Fig. 3. The ionization ratio,α, falls following the Saha equa-
tion atn < nmin(T ), and turns to rise atn > nmin(T ) as a conse-
quence of the quantum dissociation. At high e-h densities, the
excitons are almost fully ionized, and 1− α becomes negli-
gibly small. However, our calculation never gives the exciton
ionization ratio exactly equal to unity, so that the contourline
of α = 1, which may define a second or higher order phase
transition, is absent in Fig. 2.79)

In Fig. 2, n = nmin(T ) is represented by the thick dotted
line, which most intelligibly characterizes the exciton-Mott
physics, namely, the (n, T ) dependence of exciton ioniza-
tion ratio. As expected, this line defines a classical-quantum
crossover at high temperature, and thus has the asymptote in
the form ofnλ2

T = C, which is shown in the thin dotted line.
From the numerical data, we roughly estimate the value of the
constant,C, as 0.3. Whereas, at low temperatures, the line of
n = nmin(T ) deviates from the asymptote, and goes into the
regime of quantum exciton gas. This behavior is ascribed to
the self-stabilization effect of excitons due to the screening
suppression, as will be mentioned shortly.

Now, we are aware of the insufficiency of the traditional
argument in terms of the Mott density,nM. As already dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.4, there is a relationship,nM ∼ nP in the low-
dimensional e-h systems. Thus, the plasma-gain-onset den-
sity, nP, is plotted here in the broken line, instead of the Mott
density,nM . It can be seen that the Mott density gives only
a rough description of the exciton Mott crossover, and in-
stead, our ionization ratio gives a new insight of the Mott
physics. We can also confirm the validity of the approxima-
tion of Eq. (33) for the plasma-gain-onset density,nP, as show
in the thin broken line.

It is noteworthy that the ionization ratio in the low-T region
is significantly less than unity even atn = nP & nM, where
the binding energy of the quasiexciton vanishes. For instance,
α . 0.6 is obtained atn = nP atkBT ∼ 0.1E2D. The reason for
this behavior will be given in Sec. 3.3.

At lower temperature, we found the gray region, where
the homogeneous thermodynamic state becomes unstable. Its
boundary is determined by the divergence of the isothermal
compressibility:

− 1
S

(

∂S
∂p

)

T

=
1
n2

(

∂n
∂µ

)

T

→ +∞, (45)

wherep denotes the “pressure” (force per unit length) of the
2D e-h system. The gray region shows a “dip” atna2

2D ∼
1.7× 10−2. Below the cross point near this dip, a discontinu-
ous change in the ionization ratio – a pure Mott transition – is
found, as seen in the data atkBT/E2D = 0.08 in Fig. 3.

We also investigate the possibility of the e-h pair condensa-
tion by the Thouless criterion which examines the divergence
of the e-h pair susceptibility. Although the susceptibility in-
creases at low temperature, it never diverges. In our SSTA, the
pair fluctuation effect is properly taken into account, which
suppresses the e-h pair condensation. This aspect will be dis-
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Fig. 4. (color online) (a) Contour plot of the e-h chemical potential on
n-T plane. Solid and broken lines show the results obtained by SSTA and
by screened Hartree-Fock approximation (SFHA), respectively. Plasma-gain-
onset density is also indicated in dotted line. Inset shows the n-dependence
of µ at kBT/E2D = 0.1 (solid line) and 0.25 (broken line). (b) Contour plot
of the common logarithm of the screening parameterκ. Results evaluated by
our SSTA and by free-carrier theory are presented in solid and chain lines,
respectively. Thick broken line represents the condition,κDH = κTF, where
κDH andκTF denote Debye-Hückel and Thomas-Fermi screening parameters,
respectively. The contour of ionization ratio,α = 0.5, is also indicated in the
dotted line.

cussed elsewhere.

3.2 Thermodynamic quantities
Figure 4(a) shows the contour plot of the e-h chemical po-

tential, µ = µe + µh, on then-T plane. The solid lines ob-
tained by our SSTA are compared with the broken ones by
the screened Hartree-Fock approximation (SHFA).51, 53–55, 58)

Let us review the SHFA result. Here, the chemical poten-
tials, µe andµh, and the quasiparticle energies,ξe,k andξh,k,
are determined so as to satisfy

ξa,k =ǫa,k +
1
2

∑

q

(

Wq − Vq

)

−
∑

q

Wq fF
(

ξa,k − µa
)

, (46)

and

n =
2
S

∑

a,k

fF(ξa,k − µa), (47)

for a = e and h, using the screened interaction potential,
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Wq, given by Eq. (12). The contour lines show gradual slopes
in the classical region (nλ2

T ≪ 1) , but become steep in the
quantum region (nλ2

T ≫ 1). The crossover line between these
two regions is given by the plasma-gain-onset condition of
Eq. (33), which is shown in the dotted line. At low temper-
ature, the contour lines become sparse particularly at around
the unstable region, reflecting thatµ is insensitive ton. (Re-
mind here that (∂µ/∂n)T vanishes at the boundary of the un-
stable region.)

Now, let us discuss our SSTA result. At high temperature,
the contour lines by SSTA follow those by SHFA. However,
at low temperature, there exists a distinct difference between
these two results: some of the contour lines are bundled and
flow into the pure Mott transition point indicated by the cross
symbol. This implies thatµ shows a discontinuity at that
point. The complicaten-dependence ofµ near the unstable
region (kBT/E2D = 0.1) can be more clearly seen in the inset
of Fig. 4(a). Asn increases,µ becomes insensitive ton, then
suddenly increases and again becomes nearly independent of
n. The magnitude of the discontinuity at the pure Mott tran-
sition is roughly estimated asE2D/2. The origin of this value
will be discussed in Sec. 3.3.

In Fig. 4(b), the screening parameter is shown as a contour
plot. Solid lines show our SSTA result. For comparison, the
screening parameter by the free carriers is also shown in chain
lines, which can be analytically evaluated as

κfree =
2e2

εb~2

∑

a=e,h

ma

[

1− exp

(

− π~
2n

makBT

)]

, (48)

and asymptotically approaches the Debye-Hückel screening
parameter,

κDH =
4πe2n
εbkBT

= 4πnλL, (49)

in the classical limit (nλ2
T ≪ 1), and to the Thomas-Fermi

one,

κTF =
2e2M
εb~2

=
1

a2D

M
mr
, (50)

in the quantum limit (nλ2
T ≫ 1). The classical-quantum

crossover of the screening parameter is given by the condi-
tion, κDH = κTF, or equivalently,

nλ2
T =

M
mr
. (51)

Interestingly enough, this crossover density is always larger
than the plasma-gain-onset density of Eq. (33). This means
that the exciton Mott crossover and transition take place in
the Debye-Hückel screening region,nλ2

T ≪ M/mr.
Although our SSTA result is well reproduced by the free-

carrier screening parameter in the high ionization regime,
α & 0.5, these two results significantly differ at low ioniza-
tion regime,α . 0.5. In fact, the screening parameter ob-
tained by SSTA is much smaller than the free-carrier one in
the low ionization regime. The exciton formation suppresses
the screening effect, so that the excitons are self-stabilized in

Fig. 5. (color online) Intensity plot of single-particle spectra for electron
(upper panel) and hole (lower panel) at a low temperature,kBT/E2D = 0.1.
Electron-hole densities are given as (a)na2

2D = 5×10−4, (b) 2×10−2, and (c)
0.5. The quasielectron and quasihole energies,ξe,k andξh,k , are shown in the
black solid lines. Chemical potentials of the electron and the hole,µe andµh,
are also indicated by the broken lines. The “shadow” dispersions of quasihole
and quasielectron,µ − ξh,k andµ − ξe,k, are represented in the white dotted
lines in (c).

the low-n-low-T region. As a result, some contour lines are
pushed to the higher e-h density side, and flow into the pure
Mott transition point, indicating the discontinuous change in
the screening parameter there.

3.3 Single-particle spectra
One of the interesting features of our SSTA is that the ex-

citonic effect, or equivalently,T -matrix contribution is taken
into account in the self-energies,Σe(k, ω) andΣh(k, ω). This
fact can be confirmed by investigating the single-particle
spectra of the electron and the hole,

Aa(k, ω) = −2ImGa(k, ω − µa/~) (a = e, h). (52)

Figure 5 shows the single-particle spectra evaluated at three
different e-h densities at low temperature,kBT/E2D = 0.1.
The spectra of the electron and hole are shown in the up-
per and lower panels, respectively. The quasiparticle ener-
gies, ξa,k, are also plotted in the black lines. They clearly
demonstrate that our definition of quasiparticle energies is
quite reasonable: the spectra take the maxima in the vicinity
of ~ω = ξa,k. These quasiparticle branches show red shifts as
the e-h density increases, indicating the band-gap renormal-
ization. In contrast, their masses are almost insensitive to the
e-h density.

At the low e-h density,na2
2D = 5× 10−4, the exciton satel-

lite branches are found in addition to the main quasiparticle
branches, as shown in Fig. 5(a). These satellite branches are
located at around~ω ∼ Eg/2 − E2D with slightly negative
masses , and are ascribed to the processes in which an electron

8
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(or a hole) with momentum,k, is removed from the exciton,
leaving a hole (an electron) with a residual momentum. Since
the exciton has small center-of-mass momentum at lowT , the
exciton satellite peak ofAa(k, ω) is found at around

~ω ∼ (Eg − E2D) − ǫā,−k

=
Eg

2
− E2D −

~
2k2

2mā
, (53)

at fixedk, whereā = h and e fora = e and h, respectively. It
should be noted here thatk denotes the momentum of the an-
nihilated particlea, so that the momentum of the left particle
ā is −k. The above result explains the reason why the exciton
satellite branch is located at around~ω ∼ Eg/2 − E2D, and
why its dispersion has a negative mass at low temperature.

Fig. 5(b) shows the single-particle spectra near the plasma-
gain-onset density,na2

2D = 0.02, where the band gap renor-
malization is comparable to the exciton binding energy,Eg −
E∗g ∼ E2D. Interestingly enough, we can still find remnants of
the exciton satellite branches in the spectra. While both quasi-
particle and exciton satellite branches broaden and show the
spectral overlap, the energy of the exciton satellite branch at
k = 0 still stays nearEg/2− E2D, which is significantly lower
than that of the quasiparticle one,E∗g/2. Owing to this exciton
satellite structure, the exciton ionization ratio becomessig-
nificantly less than unity (α = 0.43). The insensitivity of the
energy of the exciton satellite branch is a consequence of the
charge neutrality of the e-h pair: the energy of an electron (a
hole) correlated strongly with a hole (an electron) is hardly
affected by the other electrons and holes in the background. It
is also noteworthy that∆ = E∗g/2− (Eg/2−E2D) ∼ E2D/2 can
be interpreted as the energy to dissociate such a correlatede-h
pair, which explains why the magnitude of the discontinuity
in the e-h chemical potential is approximately equal toE2D/2
at the pure Mott transition point.

At the high e-h density,na2
2D = 0.5, spectra show an un-

usual feature as shown in Fig. 5(c). In the upper panel, this
feature can be most clearly seen in the ”shadow” of the hole
energy dispersion,̄ξh,k = µ − ξh,k, given in the white line.
Then, we find that the spectral weight ofAe(k, ω) spreads
mainly in the energy region expressed by the inequality,
(~ω − ξe,k)(~ω − ξ̄h,k) > 0. This redistribution of the spectral
weight is understood as the tendency of the mode repulsion
near~ω ∼ µe between the “original”and the “shadow” disper-
sions due to the e-h interaction, or equivalently, as a precursor
of the e-h Cooper pairing. A corresponding feature ofAh(k, ω)
is also found in the lower panel.

Figure 6 shows the single-particle spectra at higher temper-
ature,kBT/E2D = 0.5. At the low e-h density,na2

2D = 5×10−4,
we again find the exciton satellite branches located at around
~ω ∼ Eg/2−E2D. However, their energy dispersions have pos-
itive masses, and are almost parallel to the main quasi-particle
ones. At high temperature, the exciton with finite center-of-
mass momentum,Q, can contribute to the exciton satellite
branches, which consists of an electron with momentum near
meQ/M and a hole with momentum nearmhQ/M. The exciton

Fig. 6. (color online) Intensity plot of the single-particle spectra at a high
temperature,kBT/E2D = 0.5.

satellite branch seen inAa(k, ω) arises from the process which
annihilates the particlea with momentum,k ∼ maQ/M, leav-
ing the other particle ¯a with momentum,māQ/M ∼ mā k/ma.
Thus, it appears at around

~ω ∼ Eg − E2D +
~

2Q2

2M
− ǫā,māk/ma

∼ Eg − E2D +
~

2(Mk/ma)2

2M

−
(

Eg

2
+
~

2(māk/ma)2k2

2mā

)

=
Eg

2
− E2D +

~
2k2

2ma
, (54)

at fixedk, which is indeed parallel to the main quasi-particle
branch,ξa,k ∼ Eg/2+ ~2k2/2ma.

As shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c), the single-particle spectra are
highly broadened at the higher e-h density. The precursor of
the Cooper pairing is not seen even at the highest e-h density.

4. Summary and Discussion

We studied exciton-Mott crossovers and transitions in the
2D e-h system by developing a self-consistent screenedT -
matrix approximation, where the self-energy (band renormal-
ization), the screening parameter (interaction renormaliza-
tion), and the inter-carrierT -matrix (excitonic effect), are de-
termined self-consistently. The characteristics of our theory
are that the self-stabilization mechanism of the excitons is
taken into account, which is caused by the screening suppres-
sion due to the exciton formation. The phase diagram is il-
lustrated as the contour plot of the exciton ionization ratio in
the wide range of the e-h density,n, and the temperature,T .
It gives detailed information on the Mott physics, beyond the
conventional understanding by the Mott density.
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While the ionization ratio follows the Saha equation in the
classical regime, it rapidly decreases in the quantum regime.
The crossover between these two regimes can be expressed
asnλ2

T ∼ 0.3 at highT , but deviates from this simple condi-
tion at lowT due to the self-stabilization of the excitons. Pure
Mott transition point and the region unstable toward the inho-
mogeneity are also found in our phase diagram at the lower
temperature. These transitions also appear as the singularn-
dependence of the e-h chemical potential and the screening
parameter.

Since the excitonic effect is taken into account in the self-
energies, the excitonic satellite branches appear in the single-
particle spectra at lown, which have negative masses at low
T but positive masses at highT . At low-T -high-n region, the
spectra exhibit the precursor behavior of the e-h Cooper pair-
ing.

It is interesting to compare our present result in the 2D e-h
systems with that in the quasi-1D e-h ones.73, 74) Surprisingly
and interestingly enough, most of the Mott physics are univer-
sal between quasi-1D and 2D e-h systems. Still, we can see
two important differences. One is that the self-stabilization
mechanism of the excitons is more significant in 2D than in
quasi-1D. The line of the ionization minimum follows the
simple classical-quantum crossover line in quasi-1D in the
wide range of temperature, while such tendency is restricted
only to higher temperatures in 2D. The other difference is that
the ionization ratio at the plasma-gain-onset density is smaller
in 2D than in quasi-1D. The incompleteness of the ionization,
1 − α, is only a few percent even at lowT in quasi-1D, but
reaches dozen percent in 2D. These two differences are as-
cribed to the density of state at the renormalized band edge:it
is more enhanced in the lower dimension so that the excitonic
correlation is more easily suppressed in quasi-1D than in 2D.

Pure Mott transition point and the unstable region found
in our phase diagram suggest that some intriguing first order
transition may take place at low-T region. Several possible
scenario could be considered; two successive phase transi-
tions accompanied by the phase coexistence, appearance of
the novel inhomogeneous phase, and so on. However, our
scheme is still insufficient to discuss this issue, because three-
or four-body (trionic or biexcitonic) correlations80, 81) are not
fully taken into account. More elaborate treatment of the Mott
phase transitions is our future problem.

In recent experments,82) the exciton Mott crossover is in-
vestigated by means of optical pump and terahertz probe spec-
troscopy. It is not certain whether the ionization ratio esti-
mated from such measurements directly corresponds to the
one employed in our study. Still, we expect our phase diagram
to provide indispensable information for the development to
these experimental studies.83)
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